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At 2:50 PM, this date, District Attornef HENRY WADE advisOC...',.%-.:-€:h.• 
me that he had been informed by Mr. WAGGONER CARRJ Texas •- !- 
Attorney General, that he had been 1.n'formedffiePresident 	:'•:":. 
wanted him (CARR) to go. ahead with the Court of Inquiry. '-
He stated that he was asked to co-operate with the Texas 
Attorney General by Mr. CARR. 

tl; 

WADE stated that he wanted the Bureau to know this. 	• • 
+1!.s. • 	.;..•:.•••11:.4 7":": 	• 

CARR Is in the process of making a press release to this .1•" .r!,•'•-•:i'• 
effect at the present time. 	 . • . 
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Assistant to the Director BELMONT was telephonically advised 
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of above at 2:55 PM, by Inspector MALLEY. 	 • t‘: 
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Dean Roberg G. Storey, 10:40 11/30/71, his Republic Bank offices 
4600 

Has files and a display at SMU. Thinks he has a transcript of othe 
evidence used at 1 2 6 meeting but I think unlikely. He indicated 
typescript about 	ck. I can see what he has, inc. personal 
files on the TCI. Referred to Rankin as "Lee". Thought woman was 
court reporter. 	Has or says he has no clear recollection of what 
they had except the essence of the rpport and perhaps the sum (P.R. 
says $200 is about gight for such an S,I.) 
Rather than OSS says was used to organize A.F.Intel. in Fla. after 
return from Nuremburg. Declined to go to Japan at request of Hap 
Arnold's deputy and had simultaneous request from Justice Jaokson. 
But if this was after Nuremberg as he said, what was Jackson doing? 
Didn't he have CEIT—NTiremberg post? I tried to get him to offer 
AF (Hap Arnold) wanted him much but. said they'd defer to Jackson. 
He seems to have avoided both. 
He spends a.m.at law office, p.m. at SMU, as he did 3 years agtb. 
Remembered me, apparently in a friendly way, for he was cordial, as 
he was Wed. p.m. when he also offered me lift in heavy rain (Buck was 
picking me up). His see. SMU, Mrs. Cullom, was then in hospital. 
Mrs. Blakely temp. replacement. 
AF assignment on intel. organization started when he was sent to Fla. 
from Germany. He failed to indicate any OSS background and didn't 
deny it when I cited a Commission memo of some kind, I think by Rankin 
just avoided reponse, direct or indirect. 
The thing that seems to have impressed him most is the job done on 
LHO. He believes LHO renounced his citizenship and that he made a 
second trip to the Embassy to accomplish it. Calling diplomats back 
from abroad - he said Latin American and Japan - also seemed to impres 
him, perhaps the idea being that there was nothing the executive bravo 
could do that it didn't - that it was fully cooperative. Hearing LHO' 
words on the record also seems to have influenced his thinking. It is 
clear that he is an anti-Communish and that he seems persuaded LHO was 
a true, dedicated "red". 
He was in DC on this more often than the 1/24/64 meeting, for he 
thought aloud on that and distinguished between when Henry was with 
"us" and when he was not. 
Perhaps the most salient single thing is how little he seems to know. 
It is not senility, for he is alert, sha•isp. But fact is scant in his 
discussion, and the one confession I got is that it was enough that Lao was a ired". In his mind, I got the feeling, this let everything 
else fall in place. All the official story thus becomes credible and 
satisfied him. I have no impression that it failed to satisfy him in any way. But fact is something not in his discussion. He seems to 
know little or nothing more than the general public. If he does it 
didn't show. 
From this I get the feeling that the members of the TCI did little or 
nothing, knew little or nothing, and served a mere figurehead role. 
If he does anything in his law office, and his is a prominent firm, or 
anything at SMU, where he spends the second half of his days, he 
hardly had time to do any real work on the TCI and at most participate( 
in only the most general deliberations, if any. 



• Texas ourt of Inquiry-Second interview with Dean R.G.Storey at his SHY office-display, Dallas, p.m. 12/2/71. Storey Ildg., 3315 Daniels, rear 1st floor, thru first big doors to left. Mrs. Cullum sec., sick, Mrs, Blakely there instead. Ext 6313. 

First impression on glancing at large, double glass-dorred display is that it is nothing, that these eminent old ladies of indubitable competence were given a few paper dolls to play with, bUt none with meat and bones. It consists of the 26, or some of them opened and upright, a paperback Rush to Judgement, the Butler Oswald record (red jacket), and a few bound files, carefully labelled. These are: 
Marguerite Oswald V. King Candy 0o.; Investigation of Operational Security Involving the Transfer of Lee Harvey Oswald 11/14/63; Dallas ;olice Reports; Photographs Oswald Shooting in Basemmeent; Photographs J.D.Tippit Area of Shooting and Location Oswald Arrested; Evidence; Lee Harvey Oswald; Transcript Dallas tolice Radip Transmissions; Photographs Persons Appearing With Lee Harvey Oswald in Dallas Pollee Identification"ineUps"; Photographs Oswald's Property; Officer J.D.Tippit; Edwln A. Walker rile (Dallas olice Department); 1'hot9raphs Trade Mart Aerie). View Trade Mart Floor Plans; Investigation of the Assassination of-President Kennedy, John Fitzgerald, Assassination, 11/21V63;12:31 p.m. (note-this is sheriff's material, about 1" thick); Photographs Berial View Downtown Oak Cliff Sections Dallas Shwolng Oswald's Known and Probable Routes; Photographs Exterior and Hxterior of Texas Depository '''uilding ReconstructioniInvestigation of Assassination of the President, Dallas Police Department pp. 438-72 has Fritz-Curry 12/23/63 statement referred to Wade notes. 445 Vicki Adams'. As with Wade, .these people understand that iqnry ismy ,  secretary, on this_. work in Dallas, that she is a legal secretary ,they have both phones), and that when ehe.has the time she will bo contacting both to do that for which I did not have time for me. 	.; Dean btorey indicated he would :_heck and see if he had personal notes. His recollection of the 1/24 Meeting is somewhat inAistinct, but is shapp on the fact that there was a Asko. present. Henry is sure Rankin was not there when the Texans arrived, but they went into the office anyway and were ggeeted by a woman that after he thought it over, he dichded must be the same one who'mhke the notes. He is certain there was a steno taking notes'and "ltorey is certain they were told notes would be kept. Wade seems to think they were also told it Kitt would not be a published hearing. I would hope nary can find it possible to remind both they were to see if.they have personal notes. If Henry has none outside his office files I saw he made none or they are smothered in that mass. Storey may have his elsewhere, but if he believed a record Was being made, he may have made none.  
Amon the files that from their cover titles may hold more promise of incivaing what we have t fomad'in the Archives are Dallas Police Reports (the Library Congress file is missing almost all those marked "indexed" and the Archives files are missing some of what 1 have seen here); Evidence; the sheriff's material (where something withheld may:bi)ifor Walker material that file )aside: Henry had pictures of a re-enactment of the Oswald:shooting with a remarkable LEO look-alike). 
In the long run, preservation of a friendly relationship may be the moat important part of these contacts. With neither did I disguise my beliefs and the reasons.:Storey seemed to reflect the efforts made to con them. Be was, far example, impressed by the feds bringing two diplomats back, ohe from Latin America, the other from Japan. He seemed to think that LHO had made two visits to the embassy to renounce his citizenship. It became clear that hd was under a misapprehension about the Connally letter, thinking it was one. I explained it, with emphasis on the ignored last part and what it could mean, especially in conjunction with the editing of the New Orleans tape (a la 0 in NO). 
Storey was, personally, very friendly, even offering me a ride from his office in the rain Wed. He took time from both his lives, without prior arrangements, first in his law office where he spends morning and then at SMV, where he is PMs. 


